Abstract. Ticket assignment/dispatch is a crucial part of service delivery business with lot of scope for automation and optimization. In this paper, we present an end-to-end automated helpdesk email ticket assignment system, which is also offered as a service. The objective of the system is to determine the nature of the problem mentioned in an incoming email ticket and then automatically dispatch it to an appropriate resolver group (or team) for resolution. The proposed system uses an ensemble classifier augmented with a configurable rule engine. While design of classifier that is accurate is one of the main challenges, we also need to address the need of designing a system that is robust and adaptive to changing business needs. We discuss some of the main design challenges associated with email ticket assignment automation and how we solve them. The design decisions for our system are driven by high accuracy, coverage, business continuity, scalability and optimal usage of computational resources. Our system has been deployed in production of three major service providers and currently assigning over 40,000 emails per month, on an average, with an accuracy close to 90% and covering at least 90% of email tickets. This translates to achieving human-level accuracy and results in a net saving of about 23000 man-hours of effort per annum.
Introduction
The landscape of modern IT service delivery is changing with increased focus on automation and optimization. Most IT vendors today, have service platforms aimed towards end-to-end automation for carrying out mundane, repetitive labor-intensive tasks and even for tasks requiring human cognizance. One such task is ticket assignment/dispatch where the service requests submitted by the end-users to the vendor in the form of tickets are reviewed by a centralized dispatch team and assigned to the appropriate service team i.e. resolver group.
The dispatch of a ticket to the correct group of practitioners is a critical step in the speedy resolution of a ticket. Incorrect dispatch decisions can significantly increase the total turnaround time for ticket resolution, as observed in a study of an actual production system [2] . Several factors make the dispatcher's job challenging such as requirement of knowledge of the IT portfolio being managed, roles and responsibilities of the individual groups, ability to quickly parse the ticket text describing the problem and map it to the right group, which is often not straightforward given the heterogeneous and informal nature of the problem description. A number of different approaches have been proposed for automating ticket dispatch [2] [12] [13] [9] . Although automated email assignment may look like a simple text classification problem at first glance it becomes quite complex and challenging when considered at industry scale.
Main Contributions
In this paper we present a readily deployable end-to-end automatic email dispatch system, which has the following key features:
1. An ensemble based classification engine that uses supervised machine learning to understand the nature of the problem from free unstructured email text and assign accurately. The choice of ensemble is based on the results of comprehensive study performed with various machine learning and deep learning models as presented in section 4.2. 2. A rule engine with a customer-independent framework for rule specification to ensure business continuity and handle domain specific content missed by the ensemble classifier.
We present a comprehensive study of the efficacy of different machine-learning and deep-learning algorithms in helpdesk email ticket classification. The results are presented with real customer data from three different datasets with the largest of them having more than 700,000 emails and as many as 428 resolver groups. We were able to achieve human level accuracy with more than 90% coverage on all the datasets with the proposed system using minimal computational resources.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that human-level accuracy has been reported for an assignment engine at this scale of automation, delivered consistently across datasets of varying size. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 gives an overview of the system used for ticket classification and section 4 discusses the different components of the system. In section 5 we present our experimental results while we conclude in section 6.
Related Work
Ticket dispatch has been addressed by [2] using Support Vector Machines and discriminative keyword approach. They propose semi-automated approach based on confidence scores. We have surpassed their work to i) reach human level accuracy using advanced ensemble techniques for automated dispatch, ii) scale it to hundreds of resolver groups and iii) incorporate retraining strategies to adapt to changing data. Several other researchers have studied different aspects of the problem of routing tickets to resolver groups [12] [13] [9] . The work in [13] approaches the problem by mining resolution sequence data and does not access ticket description at all. Its objective is to come up with ticket transfer recommendations given the initial assignment information. The work in [12] mines historical ticket data and develops a probabilistic model of an enterprise social network that represents the functional relationships among various expert groups in ticket routing. Based on this network, the system then provides routing recommendations to new tickets. This work also focuses on ticket transfers between groups (given an initial assignment) without looking at the ticket text content. The work in [9] is different and approaches the problem from a queue perspective. This is more related to the issue of service times and becomes particularly relevant when the ticket that has been dispatched to a group needs to be assigned to an agent. There are some papers, which apply text classification techniques to handle tickets [3] [14] . The idea is that once ticket category is identified, then the assignment to resolver groups can be done by manual dispatchers quickly. However, none of the works talk about the scale and retraining required in real-life deployment. In [6] tickets are automatically classified based on description to route them to the right group. However, the work was applied on a small ticket set with only 8 groups. The work in [4] attempts to classify the incoming change requests into one of the fine-grained activities in a catalog. Some other works [11] and [1] talk about a holistic approach of ticket category classification, cause analysis and resolution recommendation. However, they do not automate the process of assignment.
3 System Overview Figure 1 shows the system architecture along with the data flow diagram. Historical email ticket data is downloaded from the ticketing tool (e.g. Remedy or ServiceNow) using custom-built adapters. The downloaded emails are passed through two stages of pre-processing for data enrichment. The resolver group level pre-processing module uses techniques like resolver group merging, long tail cutoff etc. to reduce the noise in the email data. The training data is further enriched using text pre-processing methods. The enriched email data is then trained using an ensemble of machine learning classifiers and the trained models are stored in a database.
When a user sends an email to the helpdesk account a ticket is automatically generated and stored in the backend ticketing tool. The newly generated tickets are downloaded by the adapter and classified using the runtime that consists of ensemble classifier and the rule engine. The classification system returns a resolver group along with a confidence score. If the confidence score is above a configured threshold the ticket is routed to the returned resolver group. Otherwise the ticket is assigned back to manual queue for inspection by human agent. The combination of ensemble classifier and rule engine ensures that a high percentage of tickets (more than 90%) are classified automatically by our system with a low error rate.
Assignment Engine Components

Preparation of Training Data
Most large companies nowadays use ticketing tools like Remedy or ServiceNow to maintain tickets obtained from various channels (voice, email, web etc.) by the helpdesk. The ticketing tool organizes the email data into structured fields containing relevant information about the ticket e.g. incident number, incident type, date of creation, description, assigned group etc. We use custom adapters to connect to the ticketing tool and extract fields relevant for training. Currently the adapter extracts only the text portion of the email (viz. email subject and body) along with the resolver group for training. The data collected by the adapter is then converted into a format readable by the classifier. The steps involved in training data preparation are described below.
Resolver group level pre-processing This type of pre-processing is a onetime effort required during customer on-boarding phase. The purpose of this pre-processing is to reduce noise in the training data. We reduce noise and enrich training data for the resolver groups using the following techniques:
Merging related resolver groups Some of the resolver group labels in the training data can be merged. Merging increases the size of the training data and at the same time reduces the number of unique labels thus improving training accuracy. We found that there are at least two types of resolver groups that can be merged for assignment purpose. a) Resolver groups with varying escalation levels: Firstly there are some tickets for which the final assigned group is one of various escalation levels (e.g. Tier1, Tier2 etc.) of the same resolver group. However the helpdesk often assigns directly to only one of these escalation levels. Escalations to higher levels usually happen after additional information is sought from the customer. But it is enough to assign the ticket initially to the default escalation level. b) Zone specific resolver groups: Sometimes tickets are meant to be resolved based on the user zone or location. In that case the tickets are assigned to a particular zone and is resolved by an agent locally. To merge these resolver groups we create a new label and assign all the zone specific tickets to this label. After the initial assignment, the correct resolver group can be inferred based on some other fields in the ticket e.g. enduser location or originator email-id etc. using the rule engine.
Long tail cutoff We observed that in most of the datasets there are a large number of resolver groups with very few samples. If we plot a histogram of frequencies these groups will constitute more than 80% of the resolver groups but less than 5% of training data. Our studies indicate that, if the long tail is included in training, the overall accuracy of classification goes down along with a significant increase in training time and model size. By restricting the number of resolver groups in training we reduce noise significantly and also avoid class imbalance, hence the increase in accuracy. Additionally, the resolver groups, which fall in the long tail, can often be predicted better using the rule engine and using some augmentation techniques. As such our strategy was to divide the downloaded historical data into 2 parts viz. I H = I T + I L where I H is the complete data downloaded for training, I T is the data used for training classifiers and I L is the long tail. Resolver groups belonging to I T will be classified using trained models while those belonging to I L will be handled exclusively by the rule engine. In our system we use the above strategy to retain at least 98% of data while cutting down the resolver group count to less than 20%.
Classification Models
This section presents our study on the performance of various machine-learning classifiers in classification of email data, in terms of accuracy and training time, although the training is offline. For training the classification models, we concatenate the subject and the body of the email(description) with a space in between and use the resulting string as our training data. The resolver group acts as the label for our training data. Table 1 and Table 2 show the impact of various traditional machine learning models [8] and deep neural network models that were used. In order to improve accuracy and coverage of the overall service, we use an ensemble [5] . Each pair of models were combined, and the final ensemble classifier was chosen based on the accuracy and coverage. As explained in section 4.1, rule engine is important to handle the long tail in class distribution and the final chosen ensemble classifier in combination with the rule engine forms the classification module of the service. Training the classifiers We convert the training data samples into word vector representation before applying machine-learning algorithms. We observed that using tf-idf representation increased the accuracy of traditional machine learning algorithms for all datasets by at least 3-4%. Another observation was that using bigrams also improved the accuracy for some datasets. Intuitively we can argue that this is so because some bigrams like account creation, account deletion, password reset etc. are useful indicators in deciding the resolver group. The hyperparameters were chosen experimentally over 10-fold cross-validation on the datasets.
However, for learning deep neural networks, tf-idf representation being extremely sparse is not useful. Distributed representation of text creates a dense, low-dimensional representation and is perhaps the main reason why deep learning saw major breakthroughs in natural language processing [7] . There are primarily two methods of learning the word embeddings: one in which word embeddings are learnt while training the neural network; and second using pretrained word vectors. We experimented with both methods for classification (models learning word embeddings being referred to CNN-WE, LSTM-WE, and CNN-LSTM-WE in Table 2 ), and pretrained word-vector representations (100-d GloVe vectors) [10] referred to as CNN-G, LSTM-G and CNN-LSTM-G.
Rule Engine
The rule engine is one of the key components of our end-to-end system and is used to capture domain specific elements in training data which machine-learning or deep-learning classifiers are not able to detect as given below: Resolver group perturbations driven by business decisions: Often resolver groups are either renamed or split or merged to form new resolver groups. These decisions are mostly taken to remove duplication of effort, or to address macro-economic changes. As most of these decisions are sudden, machinelearning models are not able to handle classification for the newly formed classes, which affects services in production. Resolver groups belonging to the long tail: As discussed in section 4.1, 20% of the classes account for 98% of the tickets. The learning models are not trained on the remaining 80% classes to reduce noise and avoid class imbalance. Although this improves classification accuracy and time, the model will never learn to predict these classes. For all these classes the rule engine is essential. Presence of resolver groups with similar or overlapping email format: Many helpdesk organizations use fixed templates for submission of certain types of issues. The same template can be used for multiple resolver groups. When these tickets are used to train the machine learning model, it learns the template structure rather than the actual content. So the classification accuracy is very low for such resolver groups. Rule-engine addresses this issue for the confusing classes to override the decision of the machine learning classifier.
The rule engine is designed to have a customer independent framework for rule specification, which is easy to configure (using regular expressions and rules specified using values of certain ticket parameters e.g. email subject, description etc. and the output of the ensemble classifier). The rule engine can override the output of the ensemble classifier in certain cases.
Email Ticket Dispatcher
The email ticket dispatcher actually assigns the ticket to a specific resolver group and updates the ticket. The dispatcher combines the results of the two classifiers and rule engine using a dispatch algorithm to output the final prediction and confidence score. If the confidence score of the final result is below the configured threshold the ticket is assigned to the manual queue. 
Experimental Results
This section enumerates the results of the experimental setup of the assignment engine. For evaluation we have used real datasets from three major helpdesk service providers. The datasets are from two different domains viz. telecom and supply-chain/logistics. To preserve client confidentiality we henceforth refer to these datasets as Dataset A, Dataset B and Dataset C respectively. The datasets were divided into training and test sets with a 90:10 split and we used 10-fold cross-validation on the datasets. All our experiments were run on a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU cluster with 4 CUDA-enabled nodes. We use open source machine-learning libraries viz. Python scikit-learn and Keras for our experiments. The dataset statistics as well as the final accuracy numbers achieved by our system are described in Table 3 . Please note that the deployment setup is similar to our experimental setup but not identical; so numbers in production may vary slightly. The details about production setup and results are not included to preserve confidentiality. Figure 2 shows how the training techniques and preprocessing affect the accuracy of prediction and training time. It shows the gradual increase in accuracy and corresponding decrease in training time as we apply each technique(shown in X-axis) incrementally. The accuracy and training time charts are shown for only one of the datasets viz. dataset C which is our largest dataset but the trend is fairly similar across other datasets as well.
Accuracy and Training Time
Human Accuracy vs. Assignment Engine Accuracy
We next look at the optimal selection of algorithms that maximize accuracy and coverage. We assert that for business purposes the algorithms need to have at least human-level accuracy with high enough coverage.
To compute human accuracy we mined audit logs of the ticketing systems. Our experiments reveal that across all datasets the accuracy achieved by human agents is about 85%. Therefore we select the confidence threshold such that the expected accuracy of prediction is at least 85%. Figure 3 show the performance of the best three algorithms at different confidence levels (ranging from 0.1 to 0.9). For dataset C a combination of linear SVM (confidence≥ 0.5) and MLP (confidence≥ 0.6) gave a slightly higher accuracy(89.61%) than that of LSTM-G(confidence≥0.5) and linear SVM(X acc =88.38%), although the individual accuracy was marginally higher for LSTM-G compared to MLP. For this reason, as also for other practical considerations like memory and CPU constraints as well as training time our deployment in production uses an ensemble of linear SVM and MLP. For the other two datasets SVM and MLP were clear winners. 
Observations
There are three main takeaways from our experimental results above. The most important observation is that our assignment engine performs better (both in terms of accuracy and coverage) than all traditional machine-learning and deep learning algorithms. Secondly we can see that simple machine learning algorithms like SVM and MLP are often better than more computationally expensive deep learning algorithms in the task of helpdesk email assignment automation. This result is somewhat surprising and unexpected, but is very significant from a product development standpoint as these algorithms are easy to implement, require minimal computational resources and provide better performance at runtime.
Another very important observation is that LSTM accuracy increases with the size of the dataset and for the largest dataset (dataset C) it outperforms MLP. However it must be noted that LSTM is computationally very expensive and may not be feasible if there are infrastructure constraints like memory, storage and cluster size. Thus our results indicate that an ensemble of SVM and MLP will be a good trade-off for most practical purposes but if we have a large enough dataset and infrastructure is not a concern then the best choices are SVM and LSTM-glove.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed email ticket assignment engine that uses an ensemble of machine learning techniques to perform automated dispatch. We combined our ensemble classifier with a configurable rule engine to detect domain specific utterances for optimal performance. Our system achieves human-level accuracy and has already been deployed for three customers in production. However, there are still some areas in the system like rule engine which need human intervention and can be automated. In future, we want to solve the problem of automatically extracting rules based on data from misclassified emails. We would also like to handle concept drift in utterances for better retraining. Last but not the least, we need to enhance our assignment algorithm to handle email attachments.
